Group algebras of algebraically closed groups and of universal groups are shown to have simple augmentation ideals and to be primitive.
In recent years a large number of examples of primitive group rings have been constructed. In this note we offer some additional examples. However here primitivity is really a secondary consideration since it follows from the even more surprising property that in these group rings K[G] the augmentation ideal u(K [G] ) is the unique proper ideal. The following theorem has a rather unwieldly hypothesis. Nevertheless, as will be apparent, it is precisely what is needed to handle the families of algebraically closed groups and universal groups.
Theorem. Let G be a simple group, let K be a field and let q be a prime different from the characteristic of K. Suppose that for any finite number of distinct elements 1 = x0, xx, ..., xn E G there exist elements y0,yx, ... ,yn E G such that Proof. Suppose that / is a nonzero proper ideal of K [G] . We proceed in a series of steps.
Step 1. Let a E I, a ¥= 0. Then we can assume that 1 occurs in the support of a and we write a = 2o k¡x~x with 1 = x0, xx, ..., xn distinct elements of G and with k0 ¥= 0. We apply the hypothesis of this theorem to these elements and let yx, y2, ..., y" be given as in (1) and (2) . Thus by (1) if A is the group A = (y/J\i = 1,2,... ,nj =■=» 0, 1, ..., «) then A is an elementary abelian qgroup. Set z, = (y^x/) = y~xx/xy¡Xi for i = 1,2, ..., n.
We show now by inverse induction on í with n > s > 0 that / contains an First for x = n we merely take ßs = a. Now suppose we have ßs as above contained in / with 5 > 0. Then y~ ' ßsys and zsßs both belong to / and hence ß_j = zsßs-ys~xßsys G I.
Furthermore since A is abelian and >>,, zs G A we have ßs-i = 2 zsßsixix -2 ys~xßSixTxys í=0 (=0 i = 2 ßsi{zs -Oí,*,-)}*,-1 . Thus since x0 = 1, ßs-iß has the appropriate form and the induction step is proved.
In particular, when s = 0 we conclude that .Sie/) 2. Let A be a finite elementary abelian ¿/-subgroup of (7, whose existence is guaranteed by Step 1, such that / n K[A] ¥= 0. Write A = {1 = x0,xx,... ,x") and lety0 G G be given satisfying (1) Finally (z -l)ß E I, k0 ¥= 0 and \B\ =£ 0 in A^ since by assumption q ¥= char K. We have therefore shown that there exists a nonidentity element z E G with z -1 G /.
Step Lemma. Let I = xq, xx, ..., xn be distinct elements of G and let A = (y0,yx,... ,yn) be an elementary abelian q-group of order qn+x. If A and G are suitably embedded in the wreath product A *v» G, then the elements x¡ and y¡ satisfy conditions (1), (2) and (3) of the Theorem.
We now use this to handle some interesting families of groups. A group G is said to be algebraically closed [3] if every finite system W¡(xj,yk) = 1 and W¡(xj,yk) # 1 of word equations and word inequalities, in the variables^ and group elements x¡, which has a simultaneous solution in some group extension of G also has a solution in G. Such groups are quite plentiful and in fact, by [3, Theorem 1], every infinite group can be embedded in an algebraically closed group of the same cardinality. Proof. By [2] , G is a simple group. Fix a prime q different from the characteristic of K and let 1 = x0, xx, ..., x" be finitely many distinct elements of G. Then by the Lemma there exists a group extension of G having elements y0, yx, ..., yn satisfying conditions (1), (2) and (3) of the Theorem.
But observe that condition (1) is merely a finite set of commuting and order equations and that, given (1), conditions (2) and (3) ,yn} is an elementary abelian ¿/-group of order q"+x then the elements x¡ and yi in A A» H satisfy properties (1), (2) and (3) 
